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Abstract
Gartzke and Weisiger emp hasize the p acifying imp act of regime similarity.
But the logic of their argument makes it seem unlikely that shared autocracy
and democracy have equal p acifying imp acts, because autocracies are so
much more diverse. Regime similarity is in any case a p roblematic control
variable. Since joint democracy and regime similarity are related by
definition, any confounding imp act regime similarity ap p ears to have is

p roduced in p art by concep tual overlap rather than by a causal connection.
Finally, even democratic states with diverse p references might maintain
p eaceful relationship s, because of their ability to make credible
commitments and their resp ect for each other's determination or p rowess
as war fighters. Mousseau claims that contract intensity confounds the
relationship between democracy and p eace, but to the extent that
democracy makes contract intensity more likely, contract intensity cannot
be a confounding variable. Data on life insurance in force before 1940
suggest that contract-intensive states fought each other in World Wars I
and II. Mousseau claims that contract intensity creates p acifying economic
interdep endence. But life insurance contracts p rovide unnecessarily limited
information regarding the interactions among states that lead to
interdep endence. In short, neither of these articles creates serious doubts
about the p acifying imp act of shared democracy.
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